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BAHRAIN, THE MAIN HUB OF TORWALI PEOPLE IN DISTRICT SWAT OF PAKISTAN



Established in 2007, Idara Baraye Taleem-o-Taraqi (IBT) i.e. Institute for Education and 
Development is a registered nonprofit non-governmental organization with its head 
office in the scenic town of Bahrain in Swat valley Pakistan.  It is an indigenous non-
ethnic organization founded by the indigenous people of the area. 

IBT’s geographical outreach is not limited to Swat valley ony. IBT is working in whole 
northern Pakistan including Gilgit Baltistan and Chitral valley and in Dir Kohistan.



 Vision 

A developed, peaceful, tolerant, self reliant and clean northern Pakistan which includes 
Gilgit Baltistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 

Mission

Achieve sustainable development in education, health, infrastructure, and environment 
by ensuring community participation without any gender, racial and religious 
discrimination.

Values

Inclusiveness, democracy, integrity, self reliance, honesty, equality, capacity, 
transparency, accountability, community participation 



OBJECTIVES

Preserve and promote the indigenous culture and languages of the ‘linguistic minorities through the means of literacy, education, research, advocacy, 

documentation and publications.

Promote formal and non-formal education in the underprivileged areas in northern Pakistan.  

Mobilize, organize and strengthen the local community in order to attain sustainable development in education, health, community awareness and 

environment

Expose and conserve the touristic potential of the northern Pakistan.

Build the capacity of the local people in order to develop leadership in all tiers of society.

Protect human rights by empowering the women with more participation in the decision making and social environment. 

Support youth intellectually, and in career choices. 

Enhance an effective coordination with other local and non-local organizations for the need based intervention in the areas of sustainable 

development.  



1. PAKISTAN MOUNTAIN FOLK MUSIC SCHOOL INTEGRATION 

PROGRAM:

This was an eight-months project undertaken IBT with the 

financial support of USAID. The project was in the 03 districts—

Gilgit, Ghizer and Hunza—in Gilgit Baltistan. In the project folk 

music classes were introduced in 06 schools in the above 03 

districts. 

SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS: 



2. QUALITY AND EQUITABLE EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN: 

Since its establishment in 2007 IBT has been providing quality and 

inclusive education for the children, aged 5-8, in their native language—

Torwali, Urdu and English. This innovative initiative is known as mother 

tongue based multilingual early childhood education. So far IBT has 

established (08) schools in four different locations in the areas of Torwali 

in upper Swat. Since the conception of the initiative more than 900 

children have benefited from this initiative. Currently there are 250 

children, both girls and boys, at these schools. Click this link for an article 

on this program.

SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:



SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:

Some more pictures of the Schools

Torwali kids in our MTB-MLE Schools



To increase literacy and awareness among the girls and women of the 

target area IBT implemented a one-year project targeting 2,000 girls and 

women of ages 18 to 40. Under this program 50 Women Education Center 

were established in 50 different locations in Bahrain tehsil in Swat 

wherein 40 learners were encouraged to learn to read and write their 

language and Urdu. These women were also taught primary school math 

along with basics in human rights, environment, health and hygiene, 

ethics and cultural studies. Through this program literacy in women in 

the area increased considerably and eventually enrollment of children at 

schools increased in some faraway areas.

SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:

3. MOTHER TONGUE BASED BILINGUAL LITERACY FOR GIRLS 

AND WOMEN:



IBT launched this campaign in order to prioritize education among the 

locals and then mobilize them for advocacy for more schools, quality and 

retention at the existing schools. Under this program an initial study and 

documentary were done on education in the area. Based on the data 

village level Jirga (council meetings) were held with the villagers in 17 

villages in the six union councils. Furthermore, Union Council Education 

Jirgas, were held with the people. Finally, these six Jirgas were further 

networked into a larger Jirga under the name of Swat-Kohistan Qaumi 

Jirga i.e. Swat-Kohistan People’s Council. This Jirga has now 400 

members, a central committee of 60 people; and led by an executive 

committee of 12 members.

SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:

4. CAMPAIGN FOR IMPROVING ACCESS, QUALITY AND RETENTION 

IN FORMAL EDUCATION :



Under this initiative IBT was able to develop one subject (book) 

in Torwali, the native language of the area, for children of grades 

1, 2, 3, 4 & 5. The books are in line with the education standards 

set in Pakistan curriculum along with focus on pluralism, 

cultural studies and ethics while keeping in mind the local 

surrounding, culture and traditions. 

SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:

5. DEVELOPING COURSE BOOKS FOR CHILDREN IN 
TORWALI:



SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:

SOME MORE BOOKS PUBLISHED 



IBT undertook this initiative for fifteen months. It developed and published 
three books and a music DVD of the fading folk songs of Torwali. The books 
IBT produced and published are: a 10,000 words Torwali dictionary with 
Urdu and English translation; a book of the Torwali folktales with translation 
in Urdu and English; and a book on the daily conversation in Torwali with 
translation in Urdu and English. In addition to these a music DVD of six songs 
shot in video format was also produced. 

: http://www.thefridaytimes.com/tft/fading-songs-from-the-hills/

SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:

6. PRESERVATION AND PROMOTION OF TORWALI LANGUAGE AND 

CULTURE:

http://www.thefridaytimes.com/tft/fading-songs-from-the-hills/


SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:

SIMAM, FIRST TIME CULTURAL FESTIVAL IN THE HISTORY OF THE AREA



SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:

SOME MORE PUBLICATIONS:



SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:

SOME MORE PUBLICATIONS:



SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:

SOME MORE PUBLICATIONS:



SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:
SOME MORE PUBLICATIONS:



SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:
SOME MORE PUBLICATIONS:



The Torwali community didn't have an idea who they really were. Most of the Pashtuns 

regarded them as ‘guest community’; and it seemed the Torwali community had taken it 

for granted. The researchers and activists associated with IBT began to voice their identity 

aggressively within and outside the community because of the research they have been 

doing on the indigenous communities. The Executive Director of Idara Baraye Taleem-o-

Taraqi (IBT), Mr. Muhammad Zubair, for the first time in 2006 began to write Torwali with 

his name. There was a time when students were afraid to show who we were during of our 

college education as the colleges were in the dominant community hubs. After IBT’s 

assertion of the Torwali identity now the Torwali youth form Torwali students’ 

associations at these colleges. Now more thousands of Torwali youth proudly write 

Torwali with their names on social media.

SYNOPSIS OF MAJOR INTERVENTIONS:

7. STRENGTHENING IDENTITY:



IBT has so far achieved a great deal in reversing the language and cultural shift within the Torwali community; and advocating 

same in the north as well as in mainstream Pakistan. Given its committed struggle we now see many youth and elderly people 

write and read their language.  

The Torwali people have now got a self esteem and reclaimed their identity. They are well-known nationally and internationally.

And the work IBT has been doing, is recognized and acknowledged locally, nationally and internationally.  Our  model is usually 

cited as an example in Pakistan and outside. 

The 2021 Linguapax  International Award to IBT is indeed a recognition of the humble work we have been doing and we are 

extremely encouraged, moved and spirited by this marvelous recognition by Linguapax International. 

CONCLUSION 

AND THE STRUGGLE GOES ON… 



THANK YOU 

Aftab Ahmad Torwali 

Co-Founder and Program Manager

IBT Bahrain Swat Pakistan

Email :aahmadangel@gmail.com 

mailto:aahmadangel@gmail.com
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